WINDSOR 2030
Notes for steering group CNPB on 20/1/15
Sir Christopher Wren Hotel
Present: Paul Roach, Phil McMichael, Ian Jones , Jutta Stuade, Dermot Whelan, George Bathurst
Apologies Martin Miranda, Sue Watts
Main area of concern/interest was heritage group. Agreed that there should be a separate topic group
Interim results from the online survey completed and GB to forward to DW.
DG approach contact who specialises in market data analysis and awaiting to hear back if they are able to assess for a
small fee. Needs to be agreed in next 7 days.
Funding
Bridge funding application, DCLG feels our application is too early in the process to agree further funding. Retail,
economic and resident surveys had been identified as neeed completing . DG– to go back to DCLG and update on all
evidence base , scoping report for the SEA..
Suggested that we Merge policy writing and site allocation advice as task to improve chances of funding.
Suggestion that we advertise the results os survey , promote group and also thank you to contributors to date.
Rename “Topis Areas” to Support for site allocations for DCLG - DG
Funding if approved has to be spent by the end of march 2015

Planning Document
Project template to be completed and requires separate dedicated meeting to map out all of the key milestones.
Need to map out at bi weekly meetings and give more time to do the work.
Heritage Meeting - GB to arrange a meeting
PR and PMc – to focus on refining the data from the evidence base.
th

PR to set up dates in diary for bi weekly meetings starting from 27 Jan.
Communications
Produce an update information leaflet.
Website - need to transfer separate host -IJ/GB
GB to look at options for improving visits to website - sponsored pages and social media
Everyone to link personal accounts into the twitter, Facebook account and link into the 2030 social media. Steering group
to be given access to twitter account.
Any other business
DG wanted it noted that he is now actively involved in two planning applications one on st leonards (Hamilton chess
building) and Dedworth manor lodge (opposite Centrica).

Date of next meeting - 27 January 2015.

